SUBWOOFER CINCH-CABLE
OEHLBACH NF SUB

COMPUTER BILD Rating
Comparison winner „Very good“
Test: https://www.computerbild.de/test-vergleich/subwoofer-kabel-test/

Named number one by the trade press - the Oehlbach
NF Sub Subwoofer RCA cable
Trade journals for home entertainment technology and accessories regularly
take a close look at, test, compare and evaluate it. The experts usually work
with TÜV-tested procedures and provide you with valuable orientation for
your technology purchase with the test results or comparisons - as does
COMPUTER BILD. It has now published its major subwoofer cable comparison 2020: with the Oehlbach NF Sub Subwoofer RCA cable in first place.
The magazine tested the Oehlbach NF Sub in the black five meter long
version. But it is also available with 1, 2, 3, 8 and even ten meters length and
optionally in Bordeaux red for your surround system or a 2.1 system. The
magazine‘s technology experts were particularly impressed by
- the very good workmanship of the Oehlbach subwoofer RCA cable
- its high flexibility with a bending radius of 45 degrees
- the very good grip on the connection sockets.

Art.-Nr.

Länge Farbe

EAN

UVP

20531

1m

Bordeaux

4003635205310

16.99 €

20532

2m

Bordeaux

4003635205327

23.99 €

20533

3m

Bordeaux

4003635205334

27.99 €

20535

5m

Bordeaux

4003635205358

38.99 €

20538

8m

Bordeaux

4003635205389

43.99 €

21531

1m

Black

4003635215319

16.99 €

21532

2m

Black

4003635215326

23.99 €

21533

3m

Black

4003635215333

27.99 €

21535

5m

Black

4003635215357

38.99 €

21538

8m

Black

4003635215388

43.99 €

21540

10 m

Black

4003635215401

69.99 €

In comparison, the Oehlbach NF Sub also fulfilled the demands of the technical professionals for gold-plated contacts effortlessly. High contact reliability
and robust, durable contacts have been an important focus in the product
development of our various connection cables for years. Together with the 24
carat gold-plated connections, they are almost a kind of trademark, which
you have long since found not only in this subwoofer RCA cable, but in many
Oehlbach cables.

Bass Artists
With an extra large cross section of the high-quality OFC inner conductor, we
have designed the Oehlbach NF Sub cable for a maximum of powerful and
precise bass reproduction. Due to its multiple copper braided shielding, other
signals have no chance of disturbing the bass sound of your system. This
makes the transmission quality between your subwoofer and an AV receiver
flawless. This cable brings pure bass into your home! And yet the subwoofer
RCA cable remains very flexible in its solid plastic jacket and can be laid
anywhere easily and precisely.
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